TECHNICAL-ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF RUBBER FLOOR CONSTRUCTION ABSORBER
AIRBAGS FOR RESIDENTAL AND COMMERCIAL PREMISES.

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
1. Eliminate leveling of the
first layer of concrete.

ECONOMIC GAIN

Shortens the technological part of house
finishing for 45-60 days (during maturation
of concrete).
Building season is extended to the autumn
and winter period.

2. Device designed for quick and easy leveling of
the floor while using this technology.

3. Installing all types of wiring on the surface of
concrete slabs.

Brings direct financial savings of about 30%
compared to prices of classical installation
settings.

4. New housing solution for protection against
burglars by installing touch sensors below the
absorber. Sensors activate protective systems.

This solution is cheaper than existing solutions and
completely unexpected for burglars.

5. Vertical sound isolation in homes thanks to the
rubber absorbers and air bag systems and the
construction of the floor.

Eliminating all other materials for sound isolation.

6. Thermal isolation - thanks to the air space
between the concrete slab and floor structures.

7. Possibility of simple disassembly and assembly
of the floor.

8. Incorporating revision holes in the floor, we get
the opportunity to control or retrofitted wiring, as
well as performing pest and rodent control.

9. The possibility of placing a grid on the floor of
the steel structure without concrete slabs. It is
ideal for use on boats, yachts, houseboats ...
where there is a great problem of vertical vibration
and sound isolation.

10. This floor is the ideal solution for offices that
are close to factory production and are exposed to
vibration.

Awards and acknowledgements
1. Silver medal - KIPA, Seul, South Korea
2. Silver medal - - Association of Inventors Belgrade
3. Gold medal - Tesla Fest, Novi Sad
4. Gold medal - Construction Fair - Vojvodina, Novi Sad
5. Gold Medal - Business base, Belgrade
6. Gold medal with White Angel image - Technical Fair, Belgrade
7. Gold medal - Business base, Belgrade
8. Gold medal - Tesla fest, Novi Sad
9. Gold medal - Investment Fair of National technology Vojvodina, Novi Sad
10. Gold medal- Investment Fair of National technology Vojvodina, Novi Sad
11. Gold medal - Archimedes, Moscow
12. Special recognition Romania - Cluj, Napoca
13. Honorary Medal of the Russian Union of Inventors
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